




An 
introduction
from the
CEO
It gives me great pleasure to introduce the first 
ever St Ives Happiness Report. This edition is 
all about explaining the new direction St Ives is 
embracing – it’s both a business philosophy and 
strategy we’ve been working on for a number of 
months that we call “Live Happy”.

“Live Happy” is about making sure St Ives is 
doing everything we can to make your lifestyle 
as content and stress-free as it should be. It’s 
been designed to embed our residents at the 
centre of our decision-making process and 
ensure we’re always acting in your best interests 
– from decisions made at a board level, through 
to the way we respond to any complaints.

We hope you will start noticing things run 
smoother, quicker and more efficiently than ever before – and, as you’ll read more about in 
this report, when that happens, it’s much easier to lead a content and happy life.

You’ll soon start seeing our “Live Happy” message throughout your Villages and in the media, 
delivered by our partner, Dr. Tim Sharp, aka Dr. Happy, who we’ve been working with to make 
sure our actions will have practical benefits to you.  

I believe this is a philosophy that will greatly benefit each and every one of our residents, all 
our staff, as well as our business. I was thrilled to see that our satisfaction scores increased 
over the last year (see inside) and, with “Live Happy” now at our core, I believe we can keep 
delivering a more satisfying experience every day.

I look forward to hearing your thoughts and working together to make St Ives Retirement 
Living the home of WA’s happiest retirees.

Regards, 
John Ford

CEO - John Ford



Hi, St Ives! I’m Dr. Tim Sharp, a Clinical and Consulting Psychologist who’s focused, for most  
of the last two decades, on the exciting science of Positive Psychology. For those of you 
who’re not familiar with this field of study, it’s essentially the science of happiness; the 
investigation of variables that contribute to individuals, couples, families and communities 
thriving and flourishing. Along the way, I’ve taken a particular interest in positive ageing – 
a speciality within Positive Psychology exploring the specific factors that allow some to 
continue to enjoy positive emotions and function at high levels well into their later years. 

And so I was very interested to be approached by St Ives to collaborate with them on the 
development of “Live Happy”, helping them to turn their business into one that truly puts their 
residents first. Over the years I’ve observed numerous examples of businesses and brands 
attempting to use happiness to sell a fleeting experience, or the temporary high that comes 
from a new purchase; almost all of these have been relatively superficial. 

As an academic, I wouldn’t have agreed to work with St Ives if I thought there was anything 
superficial about their approach; in fact, what initially impressed me was their intention and 
desire to ground their approach in the research findings, ensuring that what they are doing 
is supported by the science and ensuring it was maximally effective, both in the short and 
longer term.

By Dr. Tim Sharp

Adjunct Professor – UTS 
Business School and RMIT 
School of Health Sciences

Positive Psychologist and  
Mental Health Advocate

Chief Happiness Officer  
The Happiness Institute

The science of

“Live Happy”



Furthermore, what impressed me was St Ives understanding that they, as a business, are not 
responsible for the individual happiness of each of their residents – rather, their role in truly 
influencing the long-term happiness and wellbeing of their residents is to take accountability 
for creating and maintaining a positive environment at all their Villages. 

In my opinion, this is the key to the success of “Live Happy”; it’s not about individual 
happiness, which is impossible to control, but about St Ives improving the ‘behind the 
scenes’ tasks that have the potential to positively influence residents’ stay in the Villages. 

This is particularly important because 
happiness as a positive emotion – that nice 
feeling we’ve all experienced at some time 
or other – is fleeting. In fact, this emotion 
is only part of what real and meaningful 
happiness is actually about. Real happiness, 
or what Positive Psychologists call thriving 
and flourishing, does involve feeling good, 
but it also involves feeling connected 
and part of a community, having positive 
interactions with others, feeling safe and 
secure, and enjoying contentment and 
relaxation – all of which will be directly and 
effectively addressed by “Live Happy”. 

What the research has also found, that’s particularly relevant in the context of this discussion, 
is that definitions of happiness differ depending on age. As most of us age, the focus of our 
happiness and what brings us happiness changes; whereas we tend to seek “high energy” 
forms of pleasure when we’re younger (trying to maximise gains by taking a few more risks), 

with age comes a shift towards more 
relaxing forms of pleasure, what some 
might call contentment, and what 
for most is a more risk averse, more 
peaceful way of living – the type of living 
this lifestyle aims to promote.

Working together with the team at  
St Ives, I brought my academic 
credentials to the table with a view to 
integrate my knowledge of the research 
with their vast experience in the field of 
Retirement Living. Our aim was to take 
their great ideas and build them in to 
something that would make a real and 
meaningful difference to the lives of all 
who reside in their Villages. 

The end result is “Live Happy” and 
the Happiness Influencers I’ll take you 
through in a moment.

Less worry and 
stress equals a 
more

contented life



What I love about “Live Happy”, as an academic and experienced practitioner, is that while it’s 
built on credible and proven concepts, it can also be practically applied – it can be planned for, 
developed and created, in each and every Village to benefit each and every resident, no matter 
who they are or what their background is. 

“Live Happy” has been divided into six key areas of action – what we termed the ‘Happiness 
Influencers’, each of which focuses on one specific overall goal, underpinned with many 
separate initiatives. So, how can residents reasonably expect these to positively impact their 
happiness and wellbeing? In my opinion, in the following ways:

       A brilliant experience whenever 
you interact with us

       Less worry and stress equals a more contented 
life because, when issues are taken care of with 
as little fuss as possible, you’re left with more time 
to concentrate on what truly makes you happy. 
Furthermore, research has found positive emotions, 
such as happiness, spread throughout social and 
occupational networks. So, as more members of 
a community have a positive experience and feel 
‘happy’, their enthusiasm and positivity spreads 
to others. 

Respectful, empathetic and amazingly talented staff
Everyone deserves respect and empathy; and the good news is that those who do receive them 
tend to be happier and healthier; their mental health receives a boost, and they feel more useful 
and more connected. Through the very careful recruitment, retention and training of only the 
best staff, residents can be assured St Ives staff will go out of their way to treat them as they 
should be treated. 

Continual improvement and innovation 
Knowing that management are committed to innovating where and when necessary, and 
changing as required means residents can feel assured the standards and quality of service will 
always remain at a high level. Again, less concerns for the future means more contentment today.

Introducing 
the

Happiness
Influencers



Optimise financial performance 
Having the best people is one thing; ensuring those people do the best job, day in and day 
out, is another. This is where systems and procedures become so important and these days, 
so reliant on technology. With the best and most up-to-date systems in place, less time 
will be needed for administrative or financial issues, meaning more time can be spent on 
lifestyle improvement. 

A compliant and safe environment 
As referred to previously, once most people reach a certain age, factors such as safety and 
security (physical, emotional and financial) become increasingly important. This Influencer 
will likely contribute to the health and wellbeing of residents via the provision of certainty 
and surety in these valued domains, especially in the increasingly concerning area of online 
data management.

The backing of a strong WA business for peace of mind
Already one of the most respected businesses in WA, St Ives is well aware that they can’t 
rest on their laurels. Plans are already in place to consolidate the brand position within the 
West Australian market, thereby protecting against any future changes and positioning itself 
well for future opportunities. In short, a strong and financially secure St Ives means financial 
security and peace of mind for residents/owners. 

As well as providing real and meaningful benefits for residents, the positive and 
comprehensive approach St Ives has created and developed will also provide very real 
benefits to the bottom line. Research clearly suggests that businesses who properly 
integrate purpose-driven principles, such as those included in “Live Happy”, tend to be 
more successful than comparable businesses – and a good or purpose-driven business, 
in this context, means increased financial security and possibly even financial growth, for 
all involved.

In summary, with these Happiness Influencers at the centre of “Live Happy”, I very much 
believe St Ives is well placed to create an environment of confidence, contentment and peace 
of mind. The knock-on effects of this are health and wellness for all residents. And what also 
comes with health and wellness? A good and long life!

Stay Happy – Dr. Tim Sharp



in detail

The

Each Happiness Influencer comes with its 
own set of initiatives to make it a reality – 
some that will affect all Villages, and others 
specific to individual Villages. In this way, we 
hope every single resident will benefit. 

Here are just some of the initiatives we are 
undertaking from 2019 onwards. Full details 
will be provided in the six-monthly St Ives 
Happiness Reports (see pages 12 and 13).

Happiness  
Influencers

Initiative: Piloting the use of new 
technologies which offer enhanced 
security and convenience.

Continual improvement  
and innovation
We will always explore ways to improve 
our service and enhance our Villages, for 
both current, and future, residents.

Initiative: Trial new ways of gathering 
feedback within our Villages, such as 
through the Happiness Stations and 
new Village intranets.

Initiative: Roll out a business-wide 
training and upskilling program to  
ensure all staff act in accordance 
with “Live Happy” at all times.

A brilliant experience whenever  
you interact with us
We are endeavouring to ensure any 
issues are resolved promptly, requests are 
acknowledged in a timely manner, feedback 
is easy to give and communication is both 
clear and relevant.

Respectful, empathetic and 
amazingly talented staff
We strive for our Villages to be filled with 
the very best teams who understand our 
residents and go out of their way to treat 
them how they deserve to be treated.



Initiative: Maintain a rigorous risk 
management framework to ensure we 
are proactive in identifying and reducing 
risks to residents and staff.

A compliant and safe environment
We are committing to continued 
management of risks to the highest 
standard, protecting the interests of our 
residents and staff.

Initiative: Review our performance 
across all areas to identify ways to 
improve operational efficiency and 
deliver cost savings to residents and  
the business. 
.

Optimise financial performance 
We will be constantly reviewing our systems 
to ensure we are running as efficiently and 
effectively as possible in everything from our 
maintenance to our overheads.

Initiative: Explore business 
opportunities that do not take our  
focus away from our Villages.

The backing of a strong WA 
business for peace of mind
We are exploring ways to consolidate our 
position within the WA market so that our 
brand remains strong and your asset is 
protected, even if the market declines.

You don’t need to change a thing. 
In fact, if we do our job right you’ll barely notice 
us at all – that’s because everything will work 
just as it should. There will be less issues that 
need raising, shorter waits for responses to your 
requests and more transparency in the way your 
Village operates. We do, however believe, you will 
be more relaxed and more content!

Great, but 
what does 
this mean  

for me?



We’ll be tracking our success in three ways:

The results of the above will be delivered to all residents as part of our six monthly 
Happiness Report – which will replace Thrive magazine. 

By gathering real-time feedback.
We are trialling new ways to receive feedback, such as the 
Happiness Stations appearing in some Villages – a place to 
give feedback in real-time through iPads located there. For 
those Villages who don’t have a Happiness Station, your 
Village Manager is your point of contact for all feedback.

By regularly reporting on each of the  
Happiness Influencers. 
Each initiative will be tracked and reported on throughout 
the year, with the progress made available in our  
Happiness Reports.

By asking you, our residents, how we are going.
Every six months we will send out a very short, optional survey 
for you to complete that lets us know how we are going on 
delivering against each of our Happiness Influencers. The results 
will let us calculate and track our overall Happiness Score.
(See over page)

Measuring 
success and

being accountable

1.

2.

3.



In 2018, we trialled a few new lifestyle activities, such as the Spring in  
St Ives events, Elton concerts, and the Resident Benefits Club. We need 
your feedback to keep delivering the best lifestyle activities for you, so 
please let us know about any lifestyle benefits you’d like us to explore. It 
may be an idea for an event, the Resident Benefits Club or a Wellness 
Program.

You may also be working hard on a project already – if we can help in any 
way, don’t hesitate to give us a shout, our team will do whatever we can to 
support you in your efforts to build great communities.

Please send all feedback to benefits@stivesretirementliving.com.au, 
or speak with your Village Manager.

Of course,

it’s not all business...



How happy are you with the following aspects of Village life:

Thanks to everyone who participated in our revamped 2018 Resident Survey. 
The results were great – in 2018 we received 350 responses, representing the 
views of 515 residents. Here is a selection of the results – further results for 
your Village will be made available through your Village Manager.

2018 Resident Survey results

94.3%

The security provided 
by your Village

Happy!

Your level of  
social activity

98.7%

Your connection 
to the Village 
community

Happy!

Your level of  
physical activity

97.6%

The support your 
Village community 

provides

Happy!

Your Village’s ability 
to cater for your needs 

as you grow older

Your relationship with 
your neighbours

Happy!

The quality of  
the amenities at  

your Village

98.8%

97.2%98.3%

Happy!
97.1%

Happy!
88.9%

Happy! Happy!

How satisfied are you with St Ives?

How likely are you to refer family/friends to St Ives?

2017

2017

2018

2018

Dissatisfied

Unlikely

Dissatisfied

Unlikely

Satisfied

Likely

Satisfied

Likely

85.8%

83.2%

92.9%

85.6%

14.2%

16.8%

7.1%

14.4%



Introducing our Happiness Score
Our Happiness Score is how we will track our progress.

How do we calculate our Happiness Score? We simply average out the positive response 
scores across six questions that relate to our key Happiness Influencers. To see how we’re 
tracking, we’ll ask you to score us again based on the same six Happiness Influencer 
questions in six months time.

In the 2018 Resident Survey we asked you to rate  
how much you agree with the following statements:

Happiness Score: 74.3/100
Our Happiness Score goal is 80/100

St Ives provides a brilliant experience whenever you interact with us

St Ives is continually improving their service to me

St Ives provides a safe and secure environment

St Ives provides respectful, empathetic and amazingly talented staff

I have confidence in St Ives to protect my asset

My Village is great and will support me into the future

70.5%

59.4%

87.5%

87.7%

65.3%

75.8%



St Ives Centro
Date: March 20  
(International Day of Happiness)
9am – Dr. Happy talk 
10-11am – Q&A and morning tea

St Ives Murdoch
Date: March 21
9am - Dr. Happy talk 
10-11am – Q&A and morning tea

St Ives Mandurah
Date: March 21
2pm - Dr. Happy talk 
3-4pm – Q&A and afternoon tea

St Ives Northshore
Date: March 22
10am – Dr. Happy talk 
11am-12pm – Q&A and morning tea

St Ives Carine
Date: March 22
2pm – Dr. Happy talk 
3-4pm – Q&A and afternoon tea

St Ives Albany
Stay tuned!
Workshop dates are pending.

St Ives Melville and St Ives Lesmurdie – 
you are very welcome to attend any 
workshop. Please speak to your Village 
Manager if you need help with transport.

Celebrate International Day 
of Happiness on March 20  
with workshops presented by 
Dr. Tim Sharp, aka Dr. Happy.

These events are open 
to the public so you are 

very welcome to bring 
family and friends

Dr. Happy
You’re invited to

“Live Happy”



Northshore 
Artists Unite:  
A mixture of 
works of art

Jim Hanney: 
Woodworking

John Vincent: 
Turning waste 
and nature into 
works of art 

Resident talents

We’d love to come to your Village and see your pieces of work!
Get in touch via email: benefits@stivesretirementliving.com.au



RE
SIDENTS
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ENE F I T S  C

L U
B Are you taking 

advantage of these

The Great American Songbook: WA Youth Jazz Orchestra 
3 April 11am, His Majesty’s Theatre
Buy two tickets for the price of one! 
Pay just $30 for two tickets.
This toe-tapping concert features the songs from The Great 
American Songbook performed by a swinging jazz band.

Peter Pan Goes Wrong 
7-17 March, His Majesty’s Theatre
A-Reserve Adult Tickets to Tuesday to Thursday evening 
and Sunday 5pm performances: $84.90 – a saving of $15!
With so many technical hitches, flying mishaps and cast 
disputes, will they ever make it to Neverland?

MACBETH (Verdi) 
19, 22, 24, 26 October, His Majesty’s Theatre
10% off A and B-Reserve tickets for adults and concession 
to Macbeth on Tuesday or Thursday night performances
Macbeth comes to the West Australian Opera for the first time 
in this world premiere production.

WaistWatchers The Musical 
31 October, Albany Entertainment Centre
50% off concession tickets – hurry, only available 
until 30 June 2019
You’ll be laughing and dancing in your seat so much you’ll burn 
more calories than you have all week! 

•  Book in person at His Majesty’s Theatre, State Theatre 
Centre of WA and Subiaco Arts Centre box offices 
quoting promo code STIVES

• Visit www.ptt.wa.gov.au and enter promo code STIVES
• Phone 6212 9292 quoting promo code STIVES
*Booking fees apply

Book
these offers:

any of

For all T&Cs visit www.stivesretirmentliving.com.au/benefits



new offers?

Tchaikovsky’s Nutcracker 
22 and 23 March, Perth Concert Hall
20% off tickets!
On for two nights only, you won’t want to miss this showpiece. 
Call 9326 0000 and use the code ST IVES to book.

MIMMA: A Musical of War and Friendship 
9-21 April, The Regal Theatre
Premium for A-Reserve concession $93.05 
A-Reserve for B-Reserve concession $82.85 *Booking fees apply 
To book, phone 1300 364 001 or visit the Regal. 
Use the code ST IVES and buy by Sunday 10 March.

20% off wine and free shipping when buying 12 or  
more bottles via the Calneggia Family Vineyards website. 
Use the code STIVES at the checkout: www.cfvwine.com.au
To sign up for a monthly offer, email  
benefits@stivesretirementliving.com.au

La Bayadere (The Temple Dancer) 
9-25 May, His Majesty’s Theatre
10% off A and B-reserve tickets to world-class ballet!
Use the promo code STIVES. Book via  
www.waballet.com.au or call 6212 9292.

10% off online and in-store purchases on the wide range of 
delicious cakes and treats at Rochelle Adonis and Cakes.
Shop online at www.rochelleadonis.com and use the code STIVES, 
or present your card in-store.

RE

SIDENTS

B
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L U
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For all T&Cs visit www.stivesretirmentliving.com.au/benefits



For all T&Cs visit www.stivesretirmentliving.com.au/benefits

10% off travel insurance
Call 1300 655 179 or visit your nearest RAC Travel Centre to book.

Free golf lessons with a professional
Sign up for a free golf lesson by emailing 
benefits@stivesretirementliving.com.au

Get 10% off your total bill at Waldecks Garden Centre. 

For those in Albany, get 10% off plants, trees, pottery 
and giftware at Lush Garden Galley. 

10% off select items
Stock up at Jacksons and get 10% off a range of selected items.

Do you have a suggestion for a new provider?
Please email us at benefits@stivesretirementliving.com.au

offers?
Are you taking 
advantage of these RE

SIDENTS

B
ENE F I T S  C

L U
B



Real estate agents 
you know, right on 
your doorstep.

Chat to your village sales 
team member for details

If you, or someone you know 
has a property to sell, speak to 
your village Sales Rep about 
having a free appraisal and 
seeing where you stand.

TURN YOUR FRIENDS  
INTO NEIGHBOURS!

Refer a friend to St Ives and we’ll 

say thanks by:

Sending you packing with a 

$2,000 RAC Travel voucher

Putting $1,000 towards your 

friend’s moving costs.



Web 
stivesretirementliving.com.au

Email 
info@stivesretirementliving.com.au

Phone 
1300 20 20 01


